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Ensuring maximum uptime in IT monitoring is non-debatable these days. Vigilant 
enterprise IT teams know this the same way they understand the importance of 
monitoring the performance of their IT assets. Investing in technical support can mean 
the difference between minutes or hours saved and uncontrolled losses suffered in 
operations or the business. 
That’s why customers rely on Centreon TechSupport (CTS) and its no-frills approach 
to bolster preventive measures and cut monitoring downtime; and that’s just half the 
story for its popularity.

Don’t ONLY minimize service interruptions.  
CTS works in tandem with Centreon R&D and 
consulting colleagues to fix software malfunctions  
as much as guide on usage or maintenance;  
not just resolve IT service disruptions.

Proven enterprise-level responsiveness and 
efficiency. Thanks to a well-defined three-level 
escalation policy, the CTS record for responding to 
unplanned incidents has been 20 minutes on average, 
way faster than the industry average of 90 minutes.

Instantaneous advice and remote  
intervention. CTS is set up to handle everything  
from a distance to save time. All that's needed is 
remote access to the Centreon system in question  
for an immediate CTS solution.

5 key reasons  
to rely on CTS

Complementary direct and indirect 
channels. Talk to our support specialists 
in person during a regular workday 
(CET time zone) or use our 24/7 online 
support to access tips and tricks, follow-
up queries or regular updates on critical  
bug fixes and security flaws.

No-frills support for different 
business-critical needs. Choose from 
three (3) simple plans that get straight  
to the essentials of supporting internal  
IT teams regardless of size and 
operational scale.

What customers say...
“Quick to respond with clear and detailed 
information. Always a pleasure to call upon (CTS).” 
“Super: very responsive for a non-critical problem; 
great advice that helped us quickly identify the 
source of the problem.”
“Centreon Support (CTS) is one of the best support 
I’ve seen in IT.”
Source: CTS customer evaluations
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Monitoring peace of mind  
with developer-backed technical support
As part of Centreon’s software provider family, Centreon TechSupport (CTS)  
has seen and worked on the simplest problems to the most complicated of issues  
in its application. CTS gets right to the heart of the problem with the help of 
Centreon’s entire team of technical experts. That’s almost 300,000 man-hours  
in combined experience for prompt user assistance and faster problem-resolution. 

Whether it's for run-of-the-mill user advice, correcting unexpected software 
anomalies or resolving mission-critical disruptions, efficient enterprise-grade 
support is not left to chance. CTS applies a 3x3 response escalation and  
criticality policy that’s operationally proven, regardless of the chosen  
support plan: 

  Tickets are assigned the right technical resources defined by 3 levels of 
competence and based on implicated software (core, specific or third party),  
before being escalated according to problem extent. 

  Issues of a “blocking” nature get prioritized for treatment within 90 minutes  
while “major” and “minor” problems are handled in under a single workday. 

No-frills CTS annual plans to choose & build on.

CTS criticality policy: an example of support requests handled by prioritized escalation.

Bronze
€ 1,750
4 support tickets
Best for savvy IT pros 
with single or smaller 
infrastructures.

Silver
€ 3,500
12 support tickets
Best for frugal IT teams  
of multi-site enterprise 
who want fallback support 
they can count on.

Platinum
From € 4,400 
Unlimited support tickets
Best for mission-critical ITOMs 
with multi-sites that count on 
optimal IT uptime for  
business operations.

All plans cover support and updates for ONE Centreon instance:  
1 web server, 1 DBMS server, 1-3 pollers (maximum 15,000 services) 
for Bronze and Silver plans. The Platinum plan covers  
5,000 services on 1 poller with bracket rates applying to added 
pollers or services. Different web, DBMS and polling functions  
can be pooled in a single server.

Criticality Description Criteria examples (a non-exhaustive list)

Blocking

When the problem severely  
impacts the entire system,  
making it impossible to run  
any real-time monitoring.

•  Loss of one or more monitoring servers
•  Complete notification failure
•  Non-functioning software for any monitoring activity

Major
When the problem partially  
impacts the monitoring system  
and operations.

•  Notifications or operability is partial or mal-functioning
•  Issues linked to system security or data integrity
•  Overloading

Minor
When the problem relates to 
software usage, manipulation  
or exploitation.

•  Failure linked to ACL, discovery of services, etc.
•  Incorrect reporting
•  Issues with a demo product

Refer also to the  
Centreon ProServices factsheet  

for help in getting started,  
operational performance and  

on-demand assistance.

Contact us  
right away about  

safeguarding your  
IT monitoring:

sales@centreon.com
+33 1 49 69 97 12 

www.centreon.com


